VEDUNA DRY FAST
ON THE ISLAND OF MURTER
mediums, sound-energy therapists and cosmic surgeons Dr Mira Omerzel - Mirit and Tine Omerzel
Terlep, with the support of the Vedun Ensemble musician-therapists (Igor Meglič, Matjaž Doljak)

The Školjka Apartments, Jezera on the island of Murter, Croatia
Friday, 15th September – Sunday, 24th September 2017
A distinct ten day dry fast course, which fosters an exceptional expansion of consciousness and
spiritual growth, takes places every year on the island of Murter under the auspices of the Veduna
School. It is intended for those who are ready for rapid and effective change and want to harmonise
their lives and relationships, eliminate the impact of a stressful life and to balance soul and body.
The retreat greatly accelerates spiritual growth and (self-)healing. It is also full of joyful company.
During the retreat, 3 to 4 days are spent without food and liquid, in silence. In the past, similar
initiation fasts were practiced by most cultures and some still practice them today. It is an extremely
fast harmonising and enlightening experience, full of insights and knowings. The course is led by
Dr Mira Omerzel - Mirit, a sound surgeon, spiritual teacher, cosmic telepath and a medium for the
transfer of Universal life energies. Mirit has lived on cosmic energy, or prana, for more than fifteen
years.
She
spontaneously
experienced this possibility for the
first time in 1994 and has lived
permanently without usual food,
occasionally even without liquid,
since 2000. She has tested the
expansion and awakening of her
dormant abilities and the increase
of her energy flow in different
processes without food, including a
(ten day) process in silence and
darkness, all of which is described in
detail in her books. With her
www.veduna.si

experiences, she wants to help all devoted spiritual seekers of happiness, peace, balance and wellbeing. Her work is being continued more and more by her son Tine Omerzel Terlep, who is also a
medium and a channel of life energy into the physical world.
The Veduna dry fast on Murter and the weekend retreat on the Rogla plateau are both supported by
cosmic entities and are exceptional Veduna cosmic initiations with sound-energy surgery. A Veduna
dry fast greatly surpasses a normal fast! It unfolds within a connection to the cosmic (sound)
vibrational energy grid, or life soup, to the Source, the Logos of life.
Consciousness expands greatly with the cosmic support of the Universal Intelligence of life, which
makes the cleansing of destructive and subconscious contents and emotional problems easier and
more effective. Participants receive insights about their lives and work. Cleansed body liquids acquire
the structure of harmonised liquid crystal. The entire organism and the body’s immune system
strengthen, as does spiritual power, assertiveness and (self-)awareness. Throughout a Veduna fast,
participants receive an etheric infusion (energy support from the Source of life), which turns into
body liquids. That is why, without ingesting liquid into the body, people pass water from their bodies
completely normally and do not feel hunger after the second day. Numerous are the miracles of this
cosmic-earthly process, of this challenge which is as old as the world – miracles, which are very
much welcome today.
During the Rogla retreat, Mirit selects from the newcomers only those spiritually ‘broad warriors’
who are ready for this extraordinary challenge and transformation. And students of the Veduna
School are of course always welcome at all courses (including those outside the school year), which
share a common title The Great Mysteries of Life.

The Rogla retreat, to be held between the 7th and 10th of September 2017, is obligatory for
all participants of the dry fast (check information on the Veduna websites).
You can apply in person at all courses and workshops of the Veduna School or via e-mail:
registration@veduna.com. The application deadline is the 20th of July 2017. In your application,
state for which retreat you are applying (for the Rogla retreat only or for both Rogla and Murter).

Further information about our courses as well as the dry fast
can be found on the Veduna websites
(www.veduna.com).

ROGLA: accommodation fee: 138 - 205€;
retreat fee: 500 €
The deadline to confirm your reservation with a
non-refundable deposit of 250€
is the 20th of July 2017.
MURTER: accommodation fee: 200€-400€;
retreat fee: 950 €
The deadline to confirm your reservation with a nonrefundable deposit of 400€ is the 20th of July 2017.
www.veduna.si

